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think?Threshing machine The threshing machine was an item of grain production
technology developed in the late 17th and early 18th centuries in Western Europe,
primarily in the Low Countries (in modern-day the Netherlands and Belgium). The
threshing machines (Dutch: vriezer, French: vélisseur, German: Wiesenzücher) were fully
automatic, in contrast to the labour- and power-intensive on-farm threshing mechanisms of
earlier times. The threshing machine became a major achievement in technological
innovation of the industrial revolution. History The threshing machine reached its heyday
in the late 18th century. The machine was invented and perfected by the German inventor
Johann Andreas and the Dutch inventor Johannes Baisemans in the 1770s; Baisemans
established his factory in Breda. Its use spread rapidly in the Low Countries during the late
18th and early 19th centuries, and spread to England and the United States. By the 1840s,
the threshing machine had brought Western European agriculture to the edge of a major
transition into mechanized harvesting. The threshing machine changed the nature of
farming. It allowed whole agricultural populations to live in the countryside or move to the
countryside; before the machine, a family had to live on a farm that could be worked by
the family or hired farm help, if it was to be able to support itself and its members. By the
start of the 19th century, the threshing machine was in widespread use throughout much of
Europe and North America. A growing market for its components – the threshing machine,
its gear, bearings, etc. – also contributed to the spread of its technology. The wheat
threshing machine could be found in almost every household by the 1860s in Europe; in
1880, 1.5 million wheat threshing machines were in use in Britain alone. By the end of the
nineteenth century, fully automatic threshers were in use throughout much of Europe and
North America. The first steam-powered threshing machines came on the market in the
1840s, but their use was limited by lack of coal 1cb139a0ed
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